Ticket profiteering: a student problem

The MIT Tech took the view that even if a ticket to the ball is a private service, some amateur entre-
preneurs resold tickets for $5.00 or more. Other enterprising souls have been selling tickets for things other than the original free tickets to the NYC Ballet.

This sort of profiteering is reprehensible, but we can only assume that the conscience of the student body to discourage such activities. The problem of prevent-

ing such profiteering and scaling off ticket holders rests on the shoulders of student govern-
ment.

The situation is currently not unbearable; but it is within the power of the Judicial Committee to look into the mat- ter of student scale and determine whether the situation is serious, large-scale ticket resale might occur. Certainly a state of student government morale and attitude amongst the student body should be kept

under the new proposed sys-

It has been a source of considerable pride at MIT that an annual white-tie formal is held on campus. The Assem-
bly has been a formal event matched by few other colleges, even in the East. It would be a shame to see this tradition end.

Unfortunately A-Ball is in danger of being dropped this year. I can see one reason for its serious shortage of manpower — and consequently its decline of interest on the Walkers' part. However, there is a need to further profiteering and outlining future organ-
ization.

This is a real opportunity for some student groups to move into action and become self-sufficient by looking into the feasibility of offering both services and funds and perhaps devising an invitational system to include all the lead-
ers in campus activities.

There are a number of different poss-
sibilities. The proper open meeting place has been included as an annual event under the stu-
dent government reorganization; tickets might be sold; a combination of the above might be cho-

en. But it is important to start work immediately for next year's Preservation.

There are people on the Walker staff who have expressed a desire to see an annual formal held on campus. The A-Ball is scheduled to start from 8 p.m. The idea is to assume the responsibility and start organizing this year's ball now.

Save A-Ball

The Constitution division of Secretariat is currently re-
viewing constitutions of all ac-

tivities, at the request of the Dean of Students. They are seek-
ing membership discriminatory clauses, possible affiliations with groups on the Attorney Gen-
eral's list, and irregularities in MIT status of officers.

6. The faculty was not able to come to a decision on the November meeting on the Committee on Educational Pol-
icy report on the in-
core curriculum. Information about the content of the course is not enough to reach faculty members soon enough for full discussion.

In original form the motions would eliminate advanced sophomor-
physics, sophomore math, and 5.02 from the General Institute Requirements. Students would take 8 humanities subjects, 8 science electives, and 1 lab elective. All students not in ROYC would take 6-hour engi-
neering elective during their first two years.

The requirement would become departmental. All prospects indicate a fav-
orable vote on December 16. They will be first applied to next year's freshmen.

8. Harvard has asked for $1.5 million in NDEA loan funds for next year. It is actually hoping to receive only $800-

000. The president of the student government, who in-
grant was whether or not MIT applied for funds. According to the NDEA grants depend on the number of stu-
dents and schools in a geog-
aphic region. Harvard got $500-

000 this year; MIT got about $600,000. The NDEA grant was under the super-

vision of the student government. If the grant was approved, the student government would become departmental. All prospects indicate a favor-
 able vote on December 16. They will be first applied to next year's freshmen.

An average of $2.5 million is available for all of Massachu-
setts in the next six years.

Surprise for Harvard; MIT asked for almost $1 million for next year's loan.

Inside Inscomm -
Class officer revisions planned for Inscomm meeting Thursday

The first rearrangement propo-

nigan will be presented this Thursday as an Inscomm meeting. It involves a minor change in the class officer system. This partic-

ular proposal is being discussed at a meeting earlier than the n

11:15 meeting this week.
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